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David R. Allan,a Simon J. Coles,b Kathryn George,b Marek Jura,c William Levason,b
Gillian Reid,*b Claire Wilsona and Wenjian Zhangb
Secondary bonding interactions play a major role in governing the overall structures adopted. The low
energy contributions from these weak interactions make structure prediction very difficult, hence there is
a need for experimental techniques that contribute to understanding the interplay between different
types of secondary bonding. Variable pressure single crystal X-ray diffraction studies on the homologous
series, [GeX2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2}], X = Cl 1, Br 2, I 3, show that probing the different interfaces between
layers of structural building blocks, rather than conventional molecular units, provides very valuable
insights. 1 and 3 undergo a smooth compression as the pressure is increased, whereas a phase transition
occurs for 2 at a pressure between 29 and 41 kbar. This is associated with an abrupt change in the
β angle (from 111.33(2)° to 92.24(8)°). The structural consequences are most evident in the
aromatic⋯aromatic layer interface. Below the phase transition there is an edge-to-face C–H⋯π arrange-
ment (like 1), with the angle between the planes of adjacent rings of ~75°, whereas above the transition
this interface has transformed to an offset-parallel face-to-face π–π stacking interaction (like 3). The
GeX2⋯X2Ge interface undergoes a concomitant, but smoother compression with increasing pressure.
2 also has the highest void volume at ambient pressure (11.9%), and as expected the phase transition
results in a structure with much more efficient packing. This, the first such study involving p-block coor-
dination complexes, reveals the subtlety and complexity of the interplay between the different forms of
weak, secondary (supramolecular) interactions present. The results indicate that this type of experimental
study can provide valuable additional information to help guide crystal structure prediction by computa-
tional methods, an important and very challenging target.Introduction
Secondary supramolecular interactions play a very important
role in many areas of chemistry and more widely in nature.
Weak C–H⋯π, π⋯π, M⋯π and M⋯donor (M = p-block element)
interactions and ‘packing effects’ can have profound structural
and functional consequences. For example, p-block heteroatom⋯π
interactions are ubiquitous in biological systems1 and in functionalhybrid electronic materials,2 while ‘hypervalency’, or secondary
M⋯donor group coordination, plays a central role in deter-
mining structure and function in main group organometallic
and coordination chemistry.3
The halides of the group 13 and 14 elements are Lewis
acids and form adducts with neutral Lewis bases from groups
15 and 16; most are hypervalent compounds, where the cen-
tral atom exceeds eight electrons in the outer shell, and the
bonding and structures are often discussed in terms of pri-
mary (usually the Lewis acid–halide bonds) and secondary
(the weaker interactions to donor ligands or to halide bridges)
bonds in, for example, a 3c–4e bonding model.4 The presence
of disparate primary and secondary bonds makes modelling
of these compounds a considerable challenge.
Low-valent group 14 complexes have been the subject of
particularly intense interest in the literature in recent years,
especially those involving the electronic structures and geom-
etries of Ge(II) and Si(II) species.5 A number of striking, 2014, 16, 8169–8176 | 8169
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View Article Onlinestructural features have been observed in these complexes,
including the ability of certain neutral ligands to stabilise
mono- or dicationic species, a notable example is encapsula-
tion of ‘naked’ Ge2+ ions by 2.2.2-cryptand,6 and highly vari-
able coordination numbers between 3 (in [Ge(Me3-tacn)]
2+)
and 8 (in [Ge(12-crown-4)2]
2+).7 In the majority of cases (but
not all), the larger energy gap between the s and p orbitals in
germanium compared to silicon and carbon, allows the Ge(II)
complex structures to be rationalised using germanium 4p
orbitals and a 3-c–4-e bonding model, leaving the Ge-based
“lone pair” occupying the stabilised 4s orbital. Consistent
with this model, the observed structures typically exhibit a
number of weak, secondary Ge⋯L interactions which, although
much longer than conventional covalent bonds, fall well inside
the sum of the van der Waals radii.
An increased understanding of the building blocks that
influence structure and how we control it is highly desirable to
enable tuning of the properties of solids. This has stimulated
very significant effort in crystal structure prediction across
many fields, including polymorphism in pharmaceuticals8
and, more recently, ‘functional’ materials.9
Developments in computational chemistry, especially DFT
methods, mean that one can now calculate the geometries,
spectroscopic properties and electronic structures of many
discrete molecules with very high precision.10 However, trans-
lating these to extended structures containing multiple supra-
molecular interactions and probing the interplay between these
is extremely difficult, since individually they usually involve
small energies, and shallow potential wells.
DFT calculations on main group systems have shown that
the two major energy terms in the gas phase accompanying
complex formation are deformation of the Lewis acid geometry
to that of the fragment found in the complex, and formation
of the donor–acceptor bond, which are, respectively, endother-
mic and exothermic processes, these are often of similar mag-
nitude. Hence the properties and stability of the complex in
solution or in the solid state may be significantly affected by
solvation energies, lattice energies or molecular packing, which
are much harder to model. For example, although trends in
the Lewis acidity of aluminium halides are Cl > Br > I for most
molecules, as reflected in longer Al–donor bonds along this
series, there are examples where solvate molecules or inter-
molecular packing may obscure the underlying trends.11 There-
fore, while agreement between DFT calculated structures and
experimental data on gas phase or matrix-isolated molecules is
often excellent,4e these other factors can result in disagree-
ment between calculations and experiment in solid complexes.
In a recent study of [GeCl2(2,2′-bipy)]
12 we found that the
ground state structure determined by X-ray crystallography
was not that predicted by DFT calculations on the molecular
monomer, and that it was necessary to consider a tetrameric
unit, before the experimental structure could be satisfactorily
simulated. This is a case where secondary interactions played
a key role in determining the observed geometry. Whilst DFT
calculations can address problems of this type, they rapidly
become highly resource intensive.8170 | CrystEngComm, 2014, 16, 8169–8176Variable pressure single crystal X-ray diffraction provides
an experimental method of probing weaker interactions in
extended lattices. Such studies of coordination complexes are
relatively few,13–16 and there are no such reports involving
main group complexes. In transition metal chemistry it has
been shown that significant structural changes can occur at
elevated pressures, e.g. in Cu(II) systems, which affect their
magnetic behaviour and piezochromism,17–20 and in Fe-based
spin cross-over systems.21 Blake, Schröder and co-workers
have observed that [PdCl2([9]aneS3)], an unusual [4 + 1] coor-
dinate geometry at ambient pressure, converts to a chain poly-
mer at 44 kbar, with distorted octahedral coordination at
Pd(II) via formation of an additional Pd⋯S intermolecular
contact.13 In a very recent study, they have demonstrated that
π–π stacking interactions involving the phenyl groups in adja-
cent cations in the [Pd([9]aneS3)(PPh3)2][PF6]2 are significantly
influenced by increasing pressure.22
The structures of the homologous series, [GeX2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2}]
(X = Cl, Br, I; 1, 2 and 3) have previously been determined at
ambient pressure,23 and provide three discrete data points
within the spectrum of structures accessible. We reasoned
that examining their behaviour under variable pressure condi-
tions would provide further insight into the structural con-
tinuum that may reveal new information about the relative
importance of secondary donor⋯acceptor bonding vs. C–H⋯π,
π–π and packing interactions within these species. Rather
than focussing on the molecular units, our approach aims to
identify the larger structural building blocks that influence
the 3D structures and the key interfaces. We report the find-
ings of our study herein and discuss the wider implications
of this approach.Results and discussion
The structures of [GeX2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2}] (X = Cl, Br), (1 and 2) are
isomorphous, space group C2/c, whereas [GeI2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2}]
(3) crystallises in P21/c with lattice parameter a half that of
the chloro and bromo species, with b and c very similar. For
each compound variable pressure studies were performed up
to the point at which the diffraction quality deteriorated, indi-
cating damage to the crystal (crushing). Other than undergo-
ing a smooth compression, the structures for 1 and 3 were
unchanged across the full pressure range investigated (Fig. 1).
Likewise, up to 28 kbar compound 2 is isostructural with the
ambient pressure structure.23
Although crystallising in different space groups, at the level
of the single monomer unit the three halides are isostructural
and can be superimposed as shown in Fig. 2 below.
The [GeX2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2}] units form weakly associated
dimers (Fig. 3a). The Ge2X2 core in 1 and 2 adopts a non-planar
geometry with Ge1⋯Ge1a distances (3.64, 3.82 Å for 1 and 2
respectively) substantially within twice the van der Waals radius
of Ge (4.22 Å).24 In contrast, 3 shows long range Ge1⋯I1a inter-
actions (3.92 Å) between adjacent monomer units, which
align so that the Ge2I2 core forms a planar rhombic arrangementThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 1 View showing the structure and atom labelling scheme for 1.
Fig. 2 Superimposed structures of the 1 (Cl in green) and 3 (I in maroon)
(determined at ambient pressure).
Fig. 3 Showing the weakly associated dimers present in 1 (a) and 3 (b).
Fig. 4 Unit cell volume (Å3) vs. pressure (kbar) for 1 (a, blue), 2 (b, red)
and 3 (c, purple). Error bars indicate 3σ limits. Pressure values are an
average of measurements taken before and after the data collection.
The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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View Article Online(Fig. 3b). The Ge1⋯I1a interactions are again within the sum
of the van der Waals radii (4.09 Å).
Effect of pressure
For 1 and 3 the unit cell parameters and volume all decrease
smoothly with increasing pressure (Fig. 4). This is not true
for 2. In this case although the space group is unchanged, the
crystal undergoes a phase transition between 29 and 41 kbar,CrystEngComm, 2014, 16, 8169–8176 | 8171This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 6 Showing GeX2⋯X2Ge interfaces for 1 (a) and 3 (b).
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View Article Onlinewhich results in an abrupt change in the β angle (from
111.33(2)° to 92.24(8)°), and a smoother compression in the
a parameter (Fig. S1†).
For 2, as the pressure is increased further beyond the
phase transition, the lattice parameters and unit cell volume
of the new cell again decrease steadily, but there is no further
significant change. In addition, the Ge1⋯Ge1a separation
associated with the secondary interaction decreases from
3.65(2) at 41 kbar to 3.30(2) Å at 94 kbar, whereas the other
primary and secondary interactions show no marked changes.
If we consider the GeX2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2} monomer units
only, 1, 3, and both the low and high pressure forms of 2, are
very similar (Fig. 2). Further insight into the structural behav-
iour in these systems is gained by considering a layer of the
monomer units (Fig. 5) which are superimposable for the
four structural forms.
The layer has two distinct surfaces –GeX2 (green) and aro-
matic rings (purple; the direction of the diagonal represents
their orientation) – illustrated by the schematic (bottom right).
These layers stack via two distinct ‘self⋯self’, GeX2⋯X2Ge
and aromatic⋯aromatic, interfaces. The GeX2⋯X2Ge interface
corresponds to the weakly associated dimers discussed above
and forms two distinct groups; 1, 2 (at all pressures investigated)
and 3 (Fig. 6).
It is only the GeX2⋯X2Ge inter-layer separation that reduces
with increasing pressure and there is no conformational/
configurational change at this interface. This is true for all four
structural forms, including both forms 2, as shown in Fig. 7.
This compression is also evident in the Ge⋯Ge separa-
tions which decrease smoothly with increasing pressure and
mirrors the changes seen in the unit cell volume for the three
systems (Fig. 8).
The second interface between layers, i.e. the aromatic⋯aromatic
interface, also forms two distinct groups; the first has an
‘edge-to-face’ arrangement (and includes 1 at all pressures
examined and low pressure form of 2), while the second has a
parallel offset ‘face-to-face’ arrangement25 (and includes the
high pressure form of 2 and 3 at all pressures examined), as
illustrated in the Fig. 9a and c.
In both 1 and 3 the configuration of this interface remains
the same with increasing pressure although the separa-
tion between the rings is reduced by ~0.3 Å over the pres-
sure range measured in both cases, corresponding to an
~10% change.8172 | CrystEngComm, 2014, 16, 8169–8176
Fig. 5 Showing a superimposed single layer of 3 (maroon) monomer
units and 2 (red) monomer units.
Fig. 7 Showing superposition of low pressure (red) and high pressure
(green) forms of 2 illustrating that the GeBr2⋯Br2Ge interlayer
separation decreases, but does not otherwise change.While particular interactions or contacts are generally the
focus of attention in most studies, all crystal structures are
comprised of many intermolecular interactions. HirshfeldThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 8 Ge⋯Ge separation (Å) vs. pressure (kbar) for 1. Pressure values
are an average of measurements taken before and after the data
collection. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
Fig. 9 View of a section of the aromatic⋯aromatic interface in 1 at
ambient pressure (a), illustrating the edge-to-face arrangement of the
benzene rings (angle between the adjacent rings ranges from 81° to
73° at ambient and 48 kbar respectively); corresponding Hirshfeld sur-
face for 1 (b) with normalised contact distance, dnorm, mapped onto
the surface; the equivalent interface in 3 (c), showing the offset-
parallel arrangement of the rings; corresponding Hirshfeld plot for 3
(d). Red regions correspond to negative values of dnorm where contacts
are closer than the van der Waals separation, blue positive and longer
than vdW separation and white around the van der Waals separation
geometric details are in Table S2.†
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View Article Onlinesurfaces26 provide a means of simultaneously exploring and
visualising all the interactions present, free from the bias of
assumptions as to which contacts are of particular impor-
tance. These surfaces have been used to investigate the
effects of high pressure on intermolecular contacts,27 map-
ping properties, such as the normalised contact distance,
dnorm,
28 as shown in Fig. 9b and d. This value takes into
account the relative sizes of atoms and illustrates where con-
tacts are closer than van der Waals separation (dnorm has a
negative value, shown in red). The difference in the region of
the aromatic rings in 1 and 3 is evident, and consistent with
the discussion above. The two red circles on the face of the
ring in 3 (Fig. 9d) correspond to an offset parallel contact
which is not present in 1 (Fig. 9b).
It is in this aromatic⋯aromatic layer interface that the
structural changes in 2 accompanying the phase transition
are most evident. Below the phase transition there is an
edge-to-face arrangement very similar to that found in the
chloride, with the angle between the planes of adjacent rings
of ~75°. Above the transition this interface has transformed
to an offset-parallel face-to-face arrangement like that of the
iodide. Fig. 10 shows both of these arrangements.
Extensive work by Parsons and co-workers has highlighted
how compression leads to reduction in interstitial void space
in crystals of organic molecules and that, although large num-
bers of close contacts occur at higher pressures, none become
exceptionally short.27,28 In fact, several phase transitions in
small organic molecules, e.g. in salicylaldoxime with π⋯π
interactions29 can be rationalised as occurring when the lower
limit of these contacts at ambient pressure are reached.
Analysis of the compression of void space is also informative
in this study. In the structures of 1–3 reported here the void
space has been calculated and comparisons made between the
three compounds at ambient pressure and the effect of compres-
sion on the void space with increasing pressure. Traditionally,CrystEngComm, 2014, 16, 8169–8176 | 8173This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 10 (a) View illustrating the change in the aromatic⋯aromatic
interface in 2 (low pressure form shown in red and the high pressure
form in green); Hirshfeld surfaces for 2 at ambient pressure (b) and
above the phase transition (c).
Fig. 11 Void space in the ambient pressure structure of 2 (a) and at
41 kbar (b), viewed along the b-axis.
Fig. 12 Fingerprint plots for the structures of 1 (a), 3 (b) at ambient
pressure and 1 at 48 kbar (c).
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View Article Onlinethe void space is calculated by rolling a hard sphere over a
surface, however this has some limitations and can lead to
unreliable results depending upon the choice of van der Waals
radii and radius of the probe used. An alternative method
using the promolecule surface calculated in CrystalExplorer30
allows visualisation of all ‘empty’ spaces in the crystal and
has been used here. The effect of compression on the void
space is clearly evident: at ambient pressure the void volume
for 2 (11.9%) is higher than for 1 and 3 (10.2% and 9.9%
respectively), indicating the packing efficiency in 2 is lower,
consistent with this being the one that undergoes the most
dramatic structural change as the pressure is increased. The
majority of this void space is located in the region of the
aromatic⋯aromatic layer interface. However, it can also be
seen that there is void space in the GeX2⋯X2Ge interface. In
the structure of 3 at ambient pressure the void space is
located around the Me groups (ESI†), suggesting that the par-
allel face-to-face arrangement of the aromatic rings is a more
efficient packing mode for these complexes.
For all three complexes the void volume decreases signifi-
cantly on compression, as shown in Fig. 11 for 2 at ambient
pressure and at 41 kbar. Notably, the reduction occurs both
at the aromatic⋯aromatic and GeBr2⋯Br2Ge interfaces.
The Hirshfeld surfaces can be condensed into fingerprint
plots, i.e. 2D graphs of the internal, di, and external, de, dis-
tances from an atom to the surface,31 allowing an overview
of all intermolecular interactions and easier comparison of
structures. These plots can be used to compare the three
ambient pressure forms and the effect of pressure on these8174 | CrystEngComm, 2014, 16, 8169–8176compounds. At ambient pressure 1 and 3 have quite different
fingerprint plots (Fig. 12a and b), with a much more extended
populated region in the top right of the plot for 1, indicative
of void space in the structure which is not present in 3.
It has also been observed that the longer interactions in a
crystal are compressed more at pressure than the shorter
ones,32 as might be expected for weaker, softer interactions.
Intramolecular interactions are relatively rigid. Fig. 12c illus-
trates this for 1 at ambient pressure and 48 kbar where the
plot has become more compact overall as well as moving
towards the origin. Fingerprint plots for 2 are in the ESI.†
Experimental section
The complexes [GeX2{o-C6H4(PMe2)2}] (X = Cl, Br, I), 1–3, were
prepared and crystallised as previously reported.23This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article OnlineHigh pressure studies
High-pressure X-ray studies were carried out using a Merrill–
Bassett diamond-anvil cell equipped with brilliant cut diamonds
with 600 μm culets and a tungsten gasket.33 The hydrostatic
medium employed was 4 : 1 methanol : ethanol and a small
ruby chip was loaded into the cell so that the pressure could
be monitored using the ruby fluorescence method.34 Pressure
values are an average of measurements taken before and after
the data collection. Data were collected employing silicon
double-crystal monochromated synchrotron radiation (0.4859
or 0.6689 Å) using a Crystal Logic diffractometer with a
Rigaku Saturn 724+ CCD area detector on beamline I19 at
Diamond Light Source. Data integration and reduction were
undertaken using CrystalClear-SM Expert 2.0.35 Structures
were solved and refined using SHELXS-97 and SHELXL-97
respectively.36 Due to the low completeness of the datasets, a
consequence of the diamond anvil cell, only Ge, P and Cl or
Br atoms were refined with anisotropic adps and the phenyl
rings were constrained to an idealised geometry. Hydrogen
atoms were included in calculated positions as part of a
riding model. For details see Table S1 (ESI†). Structure visual-
isation used Mercury.37
1: a crystal was compressed gradually up to 30 kbar after
which point the crystal quality deteriorated significantly, and
hence a second crystal was mounted and subjected to pres-
sures up to 48 kbar in order to obtain additional data points.
1 does not undergo any significant phase change or major
alteration in crystal packing on compression until it deterio-
rates significantly. The lattice parameters a and c compress
by approximately 1 Å and b by 0.5 Å, leading to a decrease in
volume of 17%. There is no significant change in the β angle
(Table S1†).
2: data were collected at 9 pressures between ambient and
94 kbar, beyond which the data quality was too poor to pro-
vide usable information.
3: data were collected at 9 pressures between ambient and
85 kbar (data were collected at two further pressures beyond
this but were not of a usable quality and are not included
here). Even given the inherent difficulties of high pressure
datasets, the data for the crystal of 3 were less good than
those for 1 and 2 and the refinements required considerable
use of constraints. However, it can clearly be seen that there
is no phase transition and that the structure remains the
same in terms of the space group and connectivity while
compressed. Details of the structure under pressure are not
included here and the figure shown is that determined at
ambient pressure and reported previously.23
Conclusions
The structures of a homologous series of Ge(II) halide–
diphosphine complexes (halide = Cl, Br, I), have been deter-
mined under variable pressure, allowing modulation of the
competing secondary bonding interactions in this system
and resulting in an abrupt phase transition for the bromo
complex, 2, between 29 and 41 kbar. The structural change isThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014clearly evident from the lattice parameters, and refinement of
the structures show that it involves a slippage along the
aromatic⋯aromatic interface, giving rise to new π–π stacking
interactions and leading to a significant reduction in void
space. In contrast, the structural changes involving the
GeX2⋯X2Ge interface reveal much smoother decreases in the
Ge⋯X and Ge⋯Ge secondary interactions.
Although individually these supramolecular interactions
provide only small energy contributions, across the extended
crystal lattice the cumulative total energy contribution arising
from multiple secondary interactions within the series of
Ge(II) coordination complexes is significant, and play a very
important role in the overall structural arrangement within
the crystal lattice. The results presented here demonstrate
that variable pressure crystallographic studies can reveal
valuable insights on the relative importance of different types
of weak interactions within an extended crystal lattice.
Further, considering the nature of the interfaces between
particular structural building blocks, rather than just the
conventional molecular units, allows for a more rational
interpretation of the effect of compression in these types of
coordination complexes. This approach may be applied to
other systems to help to predict the relative importance of
secondary bonding interactions. This knowledge may also
help to guide the design and incorporation of secondary
bonding motifs as a means of tuning and controlling the
functional properties in these and other materials.Acknowledgements
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